Recognition of Undergraduate Honor Graduates
Woodis-McDonald Auditorium
9:00 a.m.

Reception
Graves Hall Rotunda
8:30-10:30 a.m.

Recognition of College-Wide Awards
Woodis-McDonald Auditorium
10:30 a.m.
Undergraduate Honor Graduates Ceremony
9:00am

Welcome
Dr. Peter Hlebowitsh, Dean

Recognition of Honor Graduates

Closing Remarks

Alma Mater

Honor Graduates

Summa cum laude: GPA of 3.9 or greater. Names with an asterisk achieved all A's during their college careers. Names in bold achieved a 4.0 at the end of their college career. Magna cum laude: GPA of 3.7 or greater, but less than 3.9. Cum laude: GPA of 3.5 or greater, but less than 3.7. Latin honors are calculated on UA GPAs.

May 2020 Candidates

Summa cum laude

Hila G. Allman
Delaine F. Anderson
Morgan E. Ard*
Savannah R. Armstrong
Nicholas T. Barefoot
Noel W. Bedwell
Mary-Michael S. Bradley
Jessica A. Caprio
Katie L. Copeland
Emily P. D’Amico
Elizabeth J. Darby
Margaret H. Davidson
Jordan M. Desantis
Abigail L. Dickinson
Caitlyn P. Doss
Megan E. Firth
Meghan E. Flynn
Eddie T. Ford
Theresa M. Gamble
Olivia M. Gamble
Brannon R. Godwin
Monica G. Griffin
Ariana C. Guerra
McKenzie M. Hardiman
Madeline A. Hogan
Kayla J. Hornak
Rachel A. Johnson
Amber L. Kadel*
Madeline N. Kummeth
Gabrielle L. Lane
Shannon E. Marsh*
Heidi J. Mattick
Bethany A. Mills
Jacquelyn J. Moore*
Caroline G. Mullikin
Carli R. Nissen
Ellie M. Novotny
Quinn B. Oberg
Taylor N. Penney
Jenna L. Pesavento
Leighton C. Phillips
Meghan P. Plant
Colton G. Plunkett
Cassidy L. Porter
Kolby B. Robinson
Sara A. Schaffer
Victoria N. Sollie*
Anne M. Thornton*
Michael R. Tierman
Taylor B. Townsend
Lauren A. Tucker
Ansley F. Vanderpool
Alexa C. Verburg
Brittany E. Watkins
Kolby D. Wesson
Abigail L. Whitacre
Jaiicee A. Williamson
Michaela A. Woday*
Abigail K. Wurm*
Samantha J. Zelden

Magna cum laude

Delaney R. Austin
Rachael A. Bickett
Abby E. Blackmon
Madison G. Blank
Sara J. Braun
Marissa A. Brogan
Jennifer L. Carpenter
Jordan K. Croson
Kery Danh
Anna E. Delahunt
Madison R. Desch
LaDaria D. Duffie
Krista J. Ericksen
Meredith A. Fuller
Hope C. Gilmore
Caroline E. Green
Alexandra P. Johnson
Caroline L. Knouse
Carly R. Koenig
Mary E. Libhardt
Emma G. Lloyd
Judith Rebecca Minder
Mary C. Moore
Allison E. Morrill
Hannah J. Murray
Elizabeth A. Nichols
Sarah K. Parker
Lauren E. Pole
Samantha A. Price
Caroline E. Ray
Katherine S. Rohrer
Abbey E. Rosenquist
Claire B. Sager
Kathryn J. San Fratello
Laural K. Shamblin
Chelsea M. Sheffield
Sarah K. Shiver
Anna L. Siegfried
Lindsay K. Spivey
Cameron Stewart
Avery A. Stuchell
Anna M. Swinford
Sydney R. Williams
Bailey R. Wilson
Abby F. Acker
Laura B. Anderson
Abigail R. Bledsoe
Anna C. Bledsoe
Allison L. Brand
Brianna C. Brown
Haley Brueggemann
Anna E. Cantrell
Sydney B. Ciulla
Kaylee M. Clements
Emma G. Cole
Cameron C. De Loys
Megan E. Donahue
Rory E. Donohue
Amber H. Duren
Emilee J. Ellis
Mary A. Harper
Rebecca G. Hennigan
Peyton D. Huff
Kalli L. Isbell
Kaci M. Johns
Kendall King
Katelyn R. Lambert
Abigail N. Lindsey
Emily B. Logan
Peyton G. Long
Keara E. Mathison
Emily K. Mickelson
Madison N. Millsaps
Kylie R. Moorer
Alyssa R. Neal
Rachel M. Nemeroff
Alexander M. Passi
Lauren E. Perkins
Julianna Petrongolo
Ally L. Rhode
Delaney M. Savage
Katherine E. Schudy
Asha K. Scott
Alessia Stacconi
Garrett B. Sullivan
Lauren D. Talley
Layne M. Tosney
Jessica Upton
Raegan L. Vail
Kayla R. Watson
Ericka L. Wolfe
Caleb M. Wright
Megan E. Donahue
Rory E. Donohue
Amber H. Duren
Emilee J. Ellis
Mary A. Harper
Rebecca G. Hennigan
Peyton D. Huff
Kalli L. Isbell
Kaci M. Johns
Kendall King
Katelyn R. Lambert
Abigail N. Lindsey
Emily B. Logan
Peyton G. Long
Keara E. Mathison
Emily K. Mickelson
Madison N. Millsaps
Kylie R. Moorer
Alyssa R. Neal
Rachel M. Nemeroff
Alexander M. Passi
Lauren E. Perkins
Julianna Petrongolo
Ally L. Rhode
Delaney M. Savage
Katherine E. Schudy
Asha K. Scott
Alessia Stacconi
Garrett B. Sullivan
Lauren D. Talley
Layne M. Tosney
Jessica Upton
Raegan L. Vail
Kayla R. Watson
Ericka L. Wolfe
Caleb M. Wright
Mackenzie Moreno
Hannah L. Phillips
Merris R. Schroder
Madison A. Steen
Alana S. Turner
Lauren M. Zecha*
Bryson R. McGwier
Alexis N. McKinney
Zoe N. McVay
Gabrielle E. Mertz
Janacee A. Thomas
Ashlyn D. Turner
Meghan D. Wright
Sydney C. Dunn
Mary E. Gray
Chelsey L. Bigoney
Savannah D. Cowden
Tyler Cunningham*
Jenna K. Ewing
Jenna L. Hart
Katherine B. Kirby
Averi G. Lewis
Bailey N. Miller*
Miranda L. Mills
August & December 2019 Graduates
Mackenzie Moreno
Hannah L. Phillips
Merris R. Schroder
Madison A. Steen
Alana S. Turner
Lauren M. Zecha*
Bryson R. McGwier
Alexis N. McKinney
Zoe N. McVay
Gabrielle E. Mertz
Janacee A. Thomas
Ashlyn D. Turner
Meghan D. Wright
Sydney C. Dunn
Mary E. Gray
Chelsey L. Bigoney
Savannah D. Cowden
Tyler Cunningham*
Jenna K. Ewing
Jenna L. Hart
Katherine B. Kirby
Averi G. Lewis
Bailey N. Miller*
Miranda L. Mills
President’s List
4.0 Minimum GPA for at least one semester in 2019
Katelyn Adams
Elizabeth Aguirre
Andrea Albus
Katherine Alexander
Elizabeth Algren
Megan Alkire
Lindsey Allen
Vivienne Allen
Hila Allman
Isabella Anania
Delaine Anderson
William Anderson
Alice Andrews
Hudson Angell
Angelina Arceri
Morgan Ard
Haley Arendes
Saydi Arms
Savannah Armstrong
Katherine Atkins
William Aust
Hannah Barber
Nicholas Barefoot
Emma Barger
Alyssa Barnes
Kaitlyn Beach
Alissa Beck
William Bednar
Noel Bedwell
Erica Belson
Gretta Bender
Savannah Bernal
Madeline Bice
Rachael Bickett
Chelsey Bigoney
Lexie Black
Abby Blackmon
Kaitlyn Blake
Madison Blank
Anna Blankenship
Rebecca Blevins
Sarah Bohannon
Anna Borden
Mary Boykin
Thomas Brashier
Caitlin Bresnahan
Stewart Brockman
Marissa Brogan
Logan Brooks
Anna Brown
Brianna Brunson
Laura Brunson
Catherine Buhai
Taylor Burge
Mary Elizabeth Burns
Morgan Burns
Noah Burns
Emily Buster
Madeleine Butler
Lynleigh Byram
President’s List
4.0 Minimum GPA for at least one semester in 2019
Katelyn Adams
Elizabeth Aguirre
Andrea Albus
Katherine Alexander
Elizabeth Algren
Megan Alkire
Lindsey Allen
Vivienne Allen
Hila Allman
Isabella Anania
Delaine Anderson
William Anderson
Alice Andrews
Hudson Angell
Angelina Arceri
Morgan Ard
Haley Arendes
Saydi Arms
Savannah Armstrong
Katherine Atkins
William Aust
Hannah Barber
Nicholas Barefoot
Emma Barger
Alyssa Barnes
Kaitlyn Beach
Alissa Beck
William Bednar
Noel Bedwell
Erica Belson
Gretta Bender
Savannah Bernal
Madeline Bice
Rachael Bickett
Chelsey Bigoney
Lexie Black
Abby Blackmon
Kaitlyn Blake
Madison Blank
Anna Blankenship
Rebecca Blevins
Sarah Bohannon
Anna Borden
Mary Boykin
Thomas Brashier
Caitlin Bresnahan
Stewart Brockman
Marissa Brogan
Logan Brooks
Anna Brown
Brianna Brunson
Laura Brunson
Catherine Buhai
Taylor Burge
Mary Elizabeth Burns
Morgan Burns
Noah Burns
Emily Buster
Madeleine Butler
Lynleigh Byram
Carly Cadle
Madison Caldwell
Lily Callens
Patricia Calkins
Anna Callahan
Michael Calloway
Katelyn Campos
Mariah Cantrell
Katie Carnes
Elinor Carter
Mary Case
Alexandria Cashmer
Jessica Celmer
Camryn Chapman
Briana Chappell
Brendan Chisolm
Ji Su Choung
Emily Church
Hailey Clendenin
Amanda Clifford
Karlie Colburn
Emma Cole
Amelia Collins
Lauren Collins
Emily Colster
Hannah Cook
Courtney Cool
Katie Copeland
Sara Coshatt
Margaret Courtney
Kristin Covington
Harlyn Cowart
Savannah Cowden
Brittany Crawford
Jordan Crosun
Jeanie Crouch
Tyler Cunningham
Eris Curl
Emmalee Custard
Kery Danh
Margaret Davidson
Mary Davis
Kaitlyn Day
Cameron De Loys
Kelly DeJong
Anna Delahunt
Molly Deming
Margaret Dephiplis
Jordan Desantis
Alexandra Detrick
Katie Dickey
Abigail Dickinson
Raymond DiSuno
Caitlyn Doss
Ellen Douglas
Tionna Douglas
Riley Doyle
Karley Duda
LaDaria Duffie
Sarah Duncan
Alexandra Dunn
Sydney Dunn
Michayla Eakin
Jared Edge
Ann Edgecombe
Jordyn Elke
Jacob Elkins
Jesalyn Elliott
Keely Ellum
Krista Erickson
Olivia Estes
Grayson Evans
Jenna Ewing
Elizabeth Ezell
Anna Fagan
Courtney Faris
Chelsea Faulkner
Amanda Ferrito
Megan Firth
Samuel Fischer
Katherine Fitzpatrick
Olivia Fix
Chloe Flanders
Lauren Folsom
Eddie Ford
Kathryn Foster
Laurel Foster
Abigail Freeman
Frances Freeman
Faryn Fryer
Molly Fullick
Samantha Fultz
Katherine Gaddy
Theresa Gamble
Anna Gerbic
Ashleigh Gibbs
Hope Gilmore
Sarah Giuliani
Jensie Givens
Sydney Glasgow
Abigail Gleason
Sierra Glover
Brannon Godwin
Ryan Goldsmith
Tatum Goodyear
Chase Gore
Tyler Grant
Meghan Graves
Gillian Gray
Mary Gray
Rachael Green
Victoria Greer
Monica Griffin
Nathan Grissett
Lauren Grooters
Anna Gruchot
Ariana Guerra
Taylor Guyton
Ashley Hamm
Mary Hannum
Shelby Harris
Jenna Hart
Madison Hartline
Cecily Hartman
Allison Haskell
Charis Hatcher
Tiffany Hayes
William Hayes
Shelby Hazelip
Katherine Hediger
Logan Henderson
Anya Hester
Emily Hicks
James Higdon
Britni Higgins
Madelyn Hilyard
Hazan Hoagland
Paige Hoblitzzel
Zackary Hodge
Madeline Hogan
Tatum Hoof
Alyssa Hope
Lauren Hopp
Kayla Hornak
Chanel Hoskins
Matthew Howell
Courtney Howton
Amy Hoyt
Mollie Hudson
Cheyanna Huston-McCrea
Emily Hutchins
Margaret Jackson
Taylor Jackson
Emily Jerris
Alexandra Johnson
Austin Johnson
Riley Johnson
Abby Jones
Emilee Jones
Kaitlin Jones
Riley Jones
Ryan Jones
Emily Jordan
Garrett Joseph
Hannah Junkin
Amber Kadel
Zumanah Kamal
Taylor Katelan
Caitlyne Keating
Katherine Kelbe
Morgan Kelley
Hannah Kelly
Caroline Kilpatrick
Rebecca Kilpatrick
Amanda Kim
Caitlin Kinder
Courtney King
Kendall King
Katherine Kirby
Kyle Klaus
Matthew Klein
Carly Koenig
Camille Kohtala
Tess Koretos
Brianna Koshy
Karen Kroll
Madeline Kummeth
Makailynn LaGrone
William Langdon
Emma Lawson
Kylie Lemaire
Katherine Lewey
Mackenzie Lewis
Tara Lewy
Mary Libby
Mary Libhardt
Kate Light
Meri-Brandon Lightsey
Abigail Lindsey
Carson Lindsey
Margaret Litwin
Caroline Lloyd
Emma Lloyd
Jason Logan
Meredith Logan
Katherine Long
Mikaela Long
Emily Luckowski
Gabrielle Lukczyszyn
Micah Ludin
Claire Lutz
Taylor Lyle
Meagan Lynn
Ella Maggio
Angelica Malkowski
Megan Manbeck
Mary Markham
Shannon Marsh
Delaney Martin
Elizabeth Martin
Kayla Martin
Mariah Martin
Abigail Whitacre
Jessica White
Maria White
Riley White
Sophia Wilhite
Allen Williams
Hannah Williams
Jason Williams
Kiara Williams
Sydney Williams
Trinity Williams
Jaicee Williamson
Madeline Willoughby
Allie Wilson
Bailey Wilson
Cassidy Wilson
Philip Wilson
Katherine Wimberley
Margaret Winters
Michaela Woday
Carroll Woods
Mara Woodson
Tessa Worley
Meghan Wright
Abigail Wurm
Sydney Wurtm
McKenzie Yanek
Sarah Yelverton
Eva Young
Tava Young
Marian Yurchishin
Samantha Yussman
Lauren Zecha
Samantha Zelden

Dean’s List
3.5 Minimum GPA for at least one semester in 2019

Abby Acker
Emily Adams
Mary Adams
Lauren Addison
Sarah Airola
Megan Albert
Jordan Alexander
Eleanor Allen
Mary Allen
Vivienne Allen
Scott Allison
Jinlin An
Delaine Anderson
Thomas Andreades
Alexis Andreoni
Amelia Andrews
Lexi Arborn
Erin Armstrong
Hunter Armstrong
Katherine Atkins
Kathryn Atkinson
Fnu Aung Thu
Tun
Delaney Austin
Emily Ayers
Jacob Babich
Brittany Bain
Ashley Baker
Emily Baker
William Baldwin
Sydney Ballew
Jessica Banks
Sydney Barbee
Nicholas Barefoot
Marisa Barrera
Michael Bass
Smith
Jennifer Bauer
Ross Bearden
James Beasley
Katherine Beaudin
Noel Bedwell
Caroline Bell
Payton Bencivenga
Jessica Bentley
Savannah Bernal
Allie Berryhill
Carolanne Berte
Julie Bice
Bryan Bidner
Macie Biermann
Christian Black
Lindsey Black
Gracyn Blair
Abigail Bledsoe
Anna Bledsoe
Aidan Boggs
Alexis Boman
Jasmine Bonner
Emma Bostick
Megan Bowden
Rebecca Bowlin
Elizabeth Boyd
Mary Boykin
Summer Boyle
Alanna Bradley
Mary-Michael
Bradley
Allison Brand
Leah Brasington
Leah Brasington
Sara Braun
Sarah Brinson
Tegan Brinyark
Stewart Brockman
Marissa Brogan
Kameryn
Brotherton
Paige Brower
Brook
Brown
Caitlyn Brown
Kizer Brown
Kaley Bruce
Kaley Bruce
Brueggemann
Nicholas Brune
Olivia Bruner
Laura Brunson
Elizabeth Bryant
Nathan Buckler
Alexandra Buehler
Andrew Bunker
Katie Bunker
Rachel Burdette
Kayleigh Burkette
Khiaiah Burroughs
Ashton Butler
Elizabeth Butler
Lily Charlotte
Agnes Butler
Ethan Button
Lydia Caldwell
Reese Caldwell
Michael Calloway
Alexa Cambria
Jeffrey Cameron
Claire Camp
Shelby Campbell
Alexis Campos
Shalena Cannon
Anna Cantrell
Nathan Cantrell
Vincent Capparelli
Samantha Carl
McCall Carothers
Jennifer Carpenter
Mary Case
Sarah Causey
Gemma Cenci
Wade Chadwick
Cassie Chambers
Sarah Chambers
Breanna Channell
Maxwell Channell
Rachel Chapin
Erika Chelf
Raygan Chism
Ji Su Choung
Payton Christian
Maria Cirone
Sydney Ciulla
Jordan Clark
Ashley Clarke
Hannah Clayborne
Kaylee Clements
Mikel Clemons
Caroline Clifford
Casey Cobb
Christina
Colardeau
Emma Cole
Leah Colvin
Madison Combs
Margaret Comer
Henry Conkle
Bailey Connor
Anna Cook
Carson Cook
Emily Cook
Courtney Cooke
Courtney Cool
Tabitha Cooley
Emily Cornelius
Sara Coshett
Faye Cox
Sarah Crafton
Samuel Crawford
Alisa Crooks
Sandra Cross
Michaiah Crozier
Alannah Culbert
Julia Cullen
Abigail Curry
Emmalee Custard
Emily D’Amico
Eudmund Dale
Terrance Dallas
Logan Damoth
McKenna Daniel
Elizabeth Darby
Shea Darienzo
Margaret Davidson
Alfred Davies
Bradley Davis
Danielle Davis
Ethan Davis
Margaret Davis
Joseph Day
Courtney Deavers
Miranda Debow
Anna Delahunt
Fernanda Delgado
Kendall Demirjian
Madison Desch
Lily Dicapro
Emily Dickey
Katie Dickey
Kylie Dickson
Tanner Dickson
Kylie Difflley
Aubrey Dillinger
Adriann Dobbins
Lindsay Dobyne
Javin Dodd
Christina Dolensky
Ashon Domingue
Megan Donahue
Hannah Donley
Rory Donoghue
Caitlyn Doss
Ke’Asia Dowdell
Emily Doyon
Mary Drummond
LaDaria Duffie
Alexia Duhaime
Alexandra Dunn
Sydney Dunn
Amber Duren
Taylor Duren
Ilaria Kathleen
Mary Earl
Aaron Easdon
Ashley Eavenson
Hope Ekundayo
Beneditc Elia
Christin Elia
Catharine Elliott
Karli Elmore
Tyler Elveddt
Krista Erickson
Olivia Estes
Jenna Ewing
Jordan Faircloth
Saige Falgout
Tykia Faniel
Anna Fanning
Chelsea Faulkner
Camden Ferreira
Peyton Fewell
Christopher Fitzgerald
Diana Fitzmaurice
Riley Fitzpatrick
Olivia Fix
Chloe Flanders
Meghan Flynn
Phoenix Fogarty
Autumn Ford
Eddie Ford
Alexandra Fox
Adam Frachiseur
Justin Frederick
Emily Free
Abigail Freeman
Leanne French
Taylor Fridley
Meaghan Frith
Leah Fritz
Meredith Fuller
Robert Gabriel
Katherine Gaddy
Allyson Gardiner
Ali Garripoli
Peyton Garrison
Elizabeth Gathagan
Abeey Gehman
Courtney Renee
Gettins
Ashleigh Gibbs
Hope Gilmore
Mariella Giordano
Sarah Giuliani
Jensie Givens
Alison Glass
Kacy Glass
Mariah Gleeson
Sierra Glover
Olivia Godsey
Brannon Godwin
Taylor Godwin
Hannah Golden
Isabella Golden
Elizabeth Gordon
Jessica Gosa
Avery Govan
Noah Graham
Hudson Grammer
Marilaine Granberry
Gillian Gray
Mary Gray
Caroline Green
Macy Green
Rebecca Green
Emily Green
Wheeler Greene
Teghan Gregson
Emma Grice
Faith Griffin
Adrianna Griggs
Nathan Grissett
Kaylee Guarasacio
Hannah Gulley
Katherine Gunnells
Taylor Guyton
Anna Habicht
Kira Hagan
Autumn Haggard
Anna Hairston
Grant Hak
Katherine Haley
Seth Hamilton
Samir Hamlin
Ellixs Hand
Anna Hanks
Camille Hannon
McKenzie Hardiman
Megan Harding
Keirstan Hargrove
Re’Nigia Harkins
Mary Harper
Allie Harris
Delaney Harris
Derrica Harris
Steven Harris
Lela Hartfield
Brianna Harvey
Allison Haskell
Madalyn Hatcher
Matthew Hayden
Allyson Hayes
Madison Hayes
Maggie Hayes
Arianna Heikkinen
Amber
Heinemeyer
Zachary Helmburg
Courtney Helom
Logan Henderson
Rebecca Hennigan
Jordan Herbst
Avery Hester
Maghan Hewitt
Alyssa Hibbs
Emma Hickman
Hailey Higgins
Korynn Hill
Samantha Hiner
Makenzie Hinrichs
Justine Carla
Hobbs
Paige Hoblitzell
Henry Hoffman
Jenna Hoffmann
Lauren Holley
Alyssa Hope
Olivia Hopper
Lauren Hoppes
A’Lexus Horn
Kayla Hornak
Joseph Hornyak
Christlyn Horst
Matthew House
Chloe Howard
Neal Howard
Alexa Hower
Samantha Hudgins
Megan Huether
Kendell Huff
Peyton Huff
Jaida Hughes
Sydney Hughes
Graham
Humphreys
Aubrey Humphries
Ryleigh Hunt
Shakira Hunter
Emily Hurd
Jacqueline Hurley
Cheyanna Huston-McCrea
Sara Hyatt
Bailey Hymer
Abby Ingle
Haleigh Ingle
Kalli Isbell
Hannah Jackson
Griffin James
Emily Janek
Emily Jerris
Kaci Johns
Peyton Johnsey
Allie Johnson
Joseph Johnson
Jouri Johnson
Brookelin
Johnston
Hannah Joiner
Abby Jones
Emma Jones
Jordan Jones
Kaitlin Jones
Olivia Jones
Sarah Jones
Emily Jordan
John Jorgensen
Marcy Jumper
Jordan Kelley
Caroline Kellogg
Hannah Kelly
Marissa Kendall
Roy Kennedy
Eleanor Kerr
Courtney King
Katherine Kirby
Sarah Kirby
Grace Kirkland
Lydia Klein
Alonza Klopfer
Kelsey Knight
Meredith Knight
Caroline Knouse
Abigail Kocz
Kevin Konstalid
Theresa Kosloff
Tori Kostos
Jessica Kowalski
Allison Krajewski
Mackenzie
Kriekard
Claire Krzywiecki
Madeline
Kummeth
Hannah Kunin
Samantha Kunza
Jacob
Kwsniewski
Luke Kynard
Harrison
Labanowski
Brogan Lackey
Katelyn Lambert
Isabelle Landrem
Noah Landry
Gabrielle Lane
Paige Langlinais
Caroline Lawrence
Elizabeth Lederle
Maggie Lee
Chloe Leifer
Allen Leslie-Fletcher
Caroline Smith
Emilee Smith
Emily Smith
Jasmine Smith
Keegan Smith
Lauren Smith
Nathan Smith
Sarah Smith
Taylor Smith
Brynna Snyder
Regan Southerland
Anna Spengler
Brett Spires
Lindsay Spivey
Alessia Stacconi
Nicholas Staffieri
Shelby Stallings
Kylee Stapp
Taylor Stefaniak
Courtney Stejbach
Jordan Stephens
Jamilya Sterling
Stephanie
Sternberg
Mary Stevenson
Allie Stewart
Ashleigh Stewart
Cameron Stewart
Rebekah Stewart
Bailey Stidham
Saundra Strickland
Niesha Sudduth
Erin Sulfaro
Garrett Sullivan
Taylor Sullivan
Alexandra
Svenson
Savanna Swanson
Anna Swinford
Lauren Talley
Stonewall Tate
Emily Taylor
Meredith Taylor
Amanda Teasley
Ashley Templeton
Nicole Thiers
Madeleine Thomas
Kelsey Thompson
Olivia Thompson
Emily Tidwell
Michael Tiernan
Mary Tipton
Sarah Tomlinson
Sarah Tonsmeire
Layne Tosney
Brittany Tretter
Kayla Troedel
Anna Tucker
Caroline Tucker
Lauren Tucker
Hailey Tuckmantel
Alana Turner
Leanne Turner
Andrew Tyler
Amy Undieme
Jessica Upton
Samuel Utzig
Raegan Vail
Brent Vallor
Lauren Van Fleet
John Van Wagoner
Jacqueline Vaughn
Kaitlyn Veal
Parthasarathi
Venkatram
Kimberly
Vernelson
Julia Versace
Mikinzie Versteeg
Sydney Vickers
Tripp Vickery
Alexandria Wachal
Dia Wainwright
Morgan Walker
Victoria Walker
Moshi Wang
Olivia Warchol
Charles Ward
Joan Warner
Hannah Warren
Madison
Washington
Brittany Watkins
Kayla Watson
Cameron Wayt
Drake Wear
Adison Welborn
Nia Wells
Kolby Wesson
Nicholas Wheeler
Katheryn
Wheelhouse
Abigail Whitacre
Anna White
Ashley White
Jon White
William
Wildebrandt
Maia Wilk
Andrew Wilkerson
Ashley Williams
Emily Williams
Hannah Williams
Karmen Williams
Sydney Williams
Taylor Williams
Andrew
Williamson
Allison Wilson
Taylor Wilson
Brogen Witucki
Ericka Wolfe
Ryan Wolpert
Nolan Woodard
Jarrod Worley
Caleb Wright
Megan Wright
Meghan Wright
Hongwen Wu
Brianna Wynne
Shiqing Xu
Laura Yaccino
Eva Young
Lillian Youngblood
Cami Zahorscak
Samantha Zelden
Haotian Zhu
Yutong Zhu
Kevin Zimmerman
Jamie Zinman
College-wide Awards Ceremony
10:30am

Welcome
Dr. Peter Hlebowitsh, Dean

Recognition of Award Recipients

Closing Remarks

Alma Mater

Most Outstanding Student Awards
Curriculum & Instruction

Early Childhood Education (Undergraduate) Taylor McIntyre
Elementary Education (Undergraduate) Brianna Brown
Elementary Research (Graduate) Dana Evans
Elementary Service (Graduate) Kantrele King
Elementary Teaching (Graduate) Eugene Glover
English as a Second Language Ufuk Keles
Secondary English Language Arts (Undergraduate) Madison Steen
Secondary English Language Arts (Graduate) Elizabeth Anne Murray
Secondary Foreign Language (Graduate) Katherine Blackburn
Secondary Mathematics (Undergraduate) Caroline Sydney Terry
Secondary Mathematics (Graduate) Colin Miller
Secondary Science (Undergraduate) Abby Blackmon
Secondary Science (Graduate) Haley Harville-York
Secondary Social Science (Undergraduate) Dakota McCool
Secondary Social Science (Graduate) Sky Smith

Educational Leadership, Policy, & Technology Studies

Educational Leadership—Ph.D. Rong Zhang
Educational Leadership—Ed.D. Jennifer Colvard
Educational Leadership—Ed.S. Terence Hayden
Educational Leadership—M.A. Travis Moore
Higher Education Administration—Research (Ph.D.) Erica Campbell
Higher Education Administration—Service (Ph.D.) Clem Thomas
Higher Education Administration—Teaching (Ph.D.) Kit Emslie
Higher Education Administration—Exec. Ed.D. Brian J. Gorman
Higher Education Administration – EdD Gadsden Center Brad Fricks
Higher Education Administration—Ed.D. Dana Williams
Higher Education Administration—M.A. Addie Crane
Higher Education Administration—Teaching Certificate Reid Watson
Higher Education Administration—Service (M.A.) Kaitlynn Beaird
Instructional Technology—Ph.D. Rebecca Johnson
Instructional Technology—Innovation (Ph.D.) Jiaqi Yu
Instructional Technology—Research (Ph.D.) Andrew Maxey
Social and Cultural Studies—Ph.D. April Caddell

Educational Studies in Psychology, Research Methodology, & Counseling

Clinical Mental Health Counseling Jessica Wilson
Counselor Education Andrea Baylin
Educational Psychology Jacob Feiler
Qualitative Research Kelsey Guy
Quantitative Research Wenjing Guo
Rehabilitation Counseling Janna Leigh
School Counseling Emilie Faqua
School Psychology Kent Schafer

Kinesiology

Exercise Science—Ph.D. Clif Holmes
Exercise Science—M.A. Emily Colster
Exercise and Sport Science (Undergraduate) Nicholas Barefoot
Sport Management (Graduate) Chris Owens
Sport Pedagogy (Graduate) Jake Peterson
Physical Education Teacher Education (Undergraduate) Tanner Ryan & Kendall King

Music Education

Choral Music (Undergraduate) Rebecca Hennigan
Choral Music (Graduate) Katherine Counts
Instrumental Music (Undergraduate) Katie Bunker
Instrumental Music (Graduate) Joshua Matthews

Special Education & Multiple Abilities

Collaborative Teacher (Undergraduate) Jordan Croson
Collaborative Teacher—Multiple Abilities Program Cohort (Graduate) Bevin Clark Gambill
Gifted and Talented (Graduate) Heather Hudgins Davies
Early Childhood Special Education (Undergraduate) Savannah Cowden
Early Childhood Special Education (Graduate) Jesslyn Duren
Multiple Abilities Program (Undergraduate) Amber Kadel
Graduate Research, Teaching, & Service Awards

Outstanding Teaching by a Doctoral Student
Deborah S. Baxter

Recognition for Excellence in Teaching by a Doctoral Student
Rebecca Lynn Johnson

Outstanding Research by a Doctoral Student
Hillary A. Yoder

Dissertation Research – Honorable Mention
Dr. Jeffery Wade Forehand

Dissertation Research – Honorable Mention
Dr. Laura J. McNeill

Dissertation Research – Honorable Mention
Dr. Michelle M. Wilson

Recognition for Excellence in Dissertation Research

Dr. Dwight Jinright
Breaking the Silence: Learning from the Experiences of Gay and Lesbian Educators in the Predominately Heteronormative Space of K-12 Schools
Dissertation Chair: Natalie Adams

Dr. Tori M. Stone
Cardiovascular Drift and Maximal Oxygen Uptake During Heat Stress in Women
Dissertation Chair: Jonathan Wingo

M. Ray Loree Most Outstanding Dissertation
Dr. Lauren A. Bennett
“Counted and Seen”: Complicating the Governance of (A)gender(s) by University Registrar Practices
Dissertation Chair: Cindy Ann Kilgo

Departmental Awards

Janice Bargdill Wilson Award for Excellence in Teaching with Children’s Literature
This award honors the late Wilson Assistant Professor of Elementary Education by recognizing an undergraduate elementary education student who has exhibited excellence in teaching through the use of children’s literature.

Taylor Smith
Dr. Adolph B. Crew Teaching Award
Dr. Crew was a Professor of Secondary Education in the College. This award recognizes a secondary education student who exemplifies outstanding teaching, especially in the areas of experiential learning and interdisciplinary teaching.

Evan Tidwell

Judy L. Bonner Award for Nurse Educator of the Year
This award honors Bonner for her leadership in the development of the interdisciplinary Ed.D. for Nurse Educators. The recipient of the award has evidenced the traits of integrity, enthusiasm, and creative leadership.

Nikki Adepoju

George H. Stopp Academic Achievement Award
Established by George Stopp Jr., in memory of his father, George Stopp, Professor of Recreation, this award is presented to a student in the Department of Kinesiology who has achieved the highest GPA as a senior.

Shannon Marsh

The University of Alabama Adapted Athletics Academic Award
This award recognizes a student who is a member of Adapted Athletics for their academic achievements.

Avery Downing

Jasper Harvey Award for Excellence in Graduate Studies
Harvey, the first Professor of Special Education in Alabama, was hired in 1959 to design the College's Special Education programs, which he directed from 1959 to 1969.

Shandra Shaw

Tommy Russell Award for Excellence in Doctoral Studies
Russell, Professor of Special Education, was the recipient of the first doctorate in special education awarded at the Capstone (1963) and he chaired the program in cognitive disabilities from 1968 - 1996.

Kimberly Tomeny

Stephen A. Willard Memorial Award
Willard, Professor of Special Education, was the director of the special education program and founder of the Hackberry Summer Camp program for persons with disabilities.

Madison Blank

2019 ESPRMC Graduate Research Symposium & Awards

Outstanding Poster Presentation Awards
Jacob Feiler
*Neural Underpinnings of Lexical Tone Learning*

Nan Mu
*GenderSchool SES and Racial Makeup: Predictors of Social Perspective Taking*

Wenjing Guo
*A Bootstrap Approach to Evaluating Rater Fit Statistics*
Outstanding Paper Presentation Awards
Briana Gilbert Kidd
Knowing & Teaching Slavery & Racism Anew: Entangling ArtAffect & Encounter

Maureen A. Flint
You don't want to sound like you’re from Alabama:
Exploring belonging through college student narratives of the South

Innovative Methodology Awards
Megan Snider Bailey
Service-Learning: Noblesse Oblige or Neoliberalism?

Md Rejwanul Haque, Masudul H Imtiaz, & Cosmo Chou
A Wearable Exoskeleton for Walking Information Acquisition

Education Honor Society

Kappa Delta Pi Award Distinguished Undergraduate Scholar
This award is presented to the graduating senior with the highest cumulative grade point average.

Jacquelyn Moore

2019 Initiates

Kaitlyn Beach
Savannah Bernal
Rachael Bickett
Jasmine Bonner
Emma Bostick
Annaliese
Campbell
Karina Campbell
Emily Church
Kimberleigh
Daniels
Riley Doyle
Sierra Glover
Makenzie
Hinrichs
Mollie Hudson
Cheyanna
Huston-McCrea
Hannah Jackson
Abby Jones
Riley Jones
Taylor Katelan
Caitlynne Keating
Sarah Langill
Lisa Martin
Julie McAdory
Abby Nelson
Julia Plano
Christina Proctor
Lindsay Pugh
Jacie Thurman
Ashlyn Toxey
Julia Versace
Katelyn Winge
Gladys Amerson
Daphne Barconey
Adrienne Bonner Wiggins
Mary Campos
Abigail Curry
Jessica Dykes
Ilaria Earl
Yonna Fogle
Ashlyn Goodwin
Taylor Guyton
Emily Hall
Kaetlyn Hermann
Grant Hill
Tony Johnson
Carolyn Kerns
Jessica King
Leslie Kirkwood
Adrienne Leflore
Jenna McKinney King
Rachel Neal
Jennifer Roye
Carol Rukobo
John Rusevlyan
Lau Self
Brittany Smith
Erin Smith
Janine Stellacci
Sara Tidwell
Cheree Wiggins
Sophia Wilhite
Savannah Wood
Elizabeth Aguirre
Karlie Colburn
Cynthia Davis
Courtney Deavers
Sharharrah Edwards
Jonathan Fitzpatrick
Caroline Fort
Rebecca Kilpatrick
Meredith Mosley
Elizabeth Pell
Eric Robinson
Marjorie Sanders
Anna Tucker
Alma Mater

Alabama listen Mother,
To our vows of love,
To thyself and to each other,
Faithful friends we’ll prove.

Faithful loyal firm and true,
Heart bound to heart will beat.
Year by year the ages through
Until in Heaven we meet.

College days are swiftly fleeting,
Soon we’ll leave their halls
Ne’er to join another meeting
‘Neath their hallowed walls.

Faithful, loyal, firm and true
Heart bound to heart will beat
Year by year, the ages through
Until in Heaven we meet.

So, farewell, dear Alma Mater
May thy name, we pray,
Be rev’renced ever, pure, and stainless
As it is today.

Faithful, loyal, firm and true
Heart bound to heart will beat
Year by year, the ages through
Until in Heaven we meet.